
If you are responsible for your accounts payable team, you will recognize these daily work challenges:

The OCR Connector accelerator for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply Chain Management 
helps your finance team to embed and read vendor invoice documents into your system, feeding the 
data from OCR technology right within your financial processes.

“We want to automatically import supplier 
invoices into our Microsoft Dynamics 365 
system to save time on processing.”

“We use OCR technology to scan our invoices 
to save overheads on document management 
and be more sustainable, however there is a lot 
of work to integrate the data into our finance 
system.”

The Enhanced Finance accelerator improves standard functionality in key areas:

Contact Prodware to align your Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations system with your daily 
financial processes to keep your accounts team productive, speed up invoice processing and improve 
accuracy. 

Easily connect third-party OCR 
technology into your system 
and leverage the power of P2P 
automation 
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The OCR Connector accelerator allows your business 
to easily connect Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply 

Chain Management with external OCR tools.  

The Connector already works out of the box with leading 
P2P automation OCR providers Yooz and Rossum

Direct embedded access for document data recognition 
to improve machine learning

If your business uses other third party OCR tools, the 
accelerator can be configured easily.

As a Microsoft Gold partner, Prodware has 
developed and implemented many Dynamics 
365 Finance and Operations and AX projects 
across Europe.  

Our experienced R&D team work closely with 
our supply chain clients  to  develop  additional  
functionalities  that suit their needs to boost 
best practice, productivity and agility.

Why choose Prodware to support your 
financial processes with Dynamics 
365 Finance and Supply Chain 
Management?


